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close, his Hellenism gradually petrified; his rooms
grew more and more crowded with statuary and plaster
casts ; his eyes dwelt with increasing pleasure on cold
engravings of antiquities. Thus even in his resplend-
ent, life-giving imagination the old gods were surely
passing back, with the advancing years, into cold,
white marble again.
To Homer Goethe had returned in his Hermann und
Dorothea; with Homer he measured himself in his
Achilleis. The Olympians play a large part in the
latter fragment; but one feels somehow that a veil has
descended; they are Homeric gods, imitated gods,
not the gods whom Prometheus had defied. And
again in Pandora, that great deep poem, suffused with
the subtlest Platonism, a poem in which, I often
think, is to be found the most concentrated essence
of Goethe's Hellenism, does one not sometimes
cherish a sacrilegious longing for the passionate
pulse-beat of the " Storm and Stress", not wish that,
just for once, his Prometheus there would take on the
colour of the great Titan Goethe had conceived in
his youth ? But let me turn rather to the culminating
creation of Goethe's poetic life, his Faust. Is it too
great a flight of symbolizing fancy to see, in the union
of Faust and Helena, the crowning contribution of
Germany's classic age to the conciliation of the old
gods with the modern world ? The " Klassische
Walpurgisnacht" of that work is a very wonderful,
magical creation; one might even say it only misses
being the last word in the consummation of German
humanism. Think what the " Klassische Wal-
purgisnacht" might have been, had it not been
forcibly linked up with Faust, for whose fate it was
of no poetic necessity; had it not been brought
into an unnatural parallelism with the " Walpurgis-
nacht" of the First Part, and made to serve, in
Goethe's mind, a not unsitnilar end. Think if,
instead of seeking out the grotesque elements of the
Greek mythology, Goethe had made this pagan

